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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Sons of Abraham is the fifth expansion for the critically praised strategy/RPG. Gameplay focuses on the
Abrahamic religions; Christianity, Islam and Judaism.

Get your bishops appointed cardinals and tap the might of the Papacy, borrow money from the Knights Templar and send
troublesome relatives off to live out their days in a monastery. Sons of Abraham also introduces the Jewish religion and allows

you to recreate the Kingdom of Israel and rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem.

The expansion for the critically praised strategy/RPG Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in
an experience crafted by Paradox Development Studio, the masters of Grand Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this

epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones.

Main features:

Control the Papacy through the College of Cardinals

Ask the Pope for money and favors

Play as a Jewish lord and restore the kingdom of Israel

Interact with the Holy Orders and see their influence grow
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Pick sides in Islam as a rationalist Mutazili or an opposing Ashari

Retire troublesome courtiers to a monastery

Go on a pilgrimage to one of the holy places

Experience hundreds of new religious events

Read More: http://www.crusaderkings.com/
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Honestly this game has some good and bad, but the gameplay is unique enough to overpower the bad. Really awesome how you
can change from isometric and 1st person, still can't figure out if there's even an option to make it fullscreen... but meh. Oh
well. This game didn't really get the attention it deserved.. This game needs polish, but apart from that, its great. Really great.
Will be looking back into it in a couple of months time but we need to remember that this is an indie game and someone said its
a one man team. Meaning give him some slack!. My computer was strained trying to run these amazing graphics. However,
from what little I could play, I recommend this game to those can run it.. Patchouli is my wife and I am canonically her husband.
We are happily in love.. Botfest 2017. Video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
. It's a pretty basic remake of the classic Minesweeper, but in 4 dimensions

Pros:
- it's 4D
- the "donut" field mode
- the "delta" mode for the numbers lets you exclude some trivial calcualtions

So-so:
- I recall a few similar games from the 2000s (e.g. Minefield 6D) which had all this stuff and even more features, e.g. 3D, and
5D+ fields. I still like that there is a game on Steam about 4D, finally (I can't wait until Miegacure comes out btw). Though this
game, since it's on Steam, should have at least to be better than free old apps out there..

Cons:
- frequent crashes in the recent update (after you start new game and click on cell (0, 0, 0, 0) it seems to always crash
- dull look, and all those "0" tiles which create clutter. Even the original Microsoft's game probably looked better than this one
- I'm pretty sure that using "Minesweeper" in the title is not allowed since the name is Microsoft's trademark. Even on Linux this
game was called "Mines" to avoid a lawsuit from M$
- left+right click should open all tiles around the clicked one, if the number of flagged tiles around it is the same as the number
on the tile - that's how the original Minesweeper worked

Overall: finally something 4D on Steam, but needs work. So far it looks like a shool\/student assignment, not ready for a
commercial release both in presentation and in feature set.. they need to update it i cant access my menu.....

JUNK. Look at that booty, show me the booty
Give me the booty, I want the the booty
Back up the booty, I need the booty
( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
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Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!. It has its flaws and I was
more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than scared to be honest, due to the confusing puzzles and battle
mechanics at first. But, it was okay. Not too great, but not too bad at the same time. I'd recommend it if you wanna just have a
short horror fun.. This game is the sequel to the free-to-play Serafina's Saga. While nominally associated with that game,
Serafina is not the protagonist in this title. Instead, she is one of the possible future rulers of Darzia. And may well have ended
up that way, except for the little matter of the death of the previous queen, and suspicions that land on each of the claimants,
leaving the protagonist Odell Perin as regent. Now you have to figure out how to rule while trying to find the true killer.4

Perhaps you yourself will take the crown.. Very nice game in the style of the Professor Layton games for the DS. Nice puzzles,
with varying degrees of difficulty, and an interesting plot, made all the more interesting by its episodic format.. Nice skin; if you
really want to update your APS' look get this. This is bug filled trash. Looks like a college students class project. I HIGHLY
recommended people to stay away from this. Don't even try it, even if it is free.. Worth the 2 quarters I spent to play this game
and only play it once. By level 45 you just buy the potion that increases castle and people by 25% and its like over. Bad
programing on that part. I prefer the classic Age of Castles over this.. Fantastic skin, looks awesome and expolding is the best
part of this skin!. Fun game if you just want to shoot things with friends. enemies are huge and have large hitboxes. there are
lots of guns and weapons. I like wingdiver best because you can fly around.
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